
Truck tyre changer MS 80 RC | 400V

Superlative tyre changing - A new dimension in quality and strength | Rim diameter 14 - 60" (with clamp extension) | up to

a wheel width of 1550 mm | Wireless control

Article number: 1 694 200 085

https://www.beissbarth-online.com


Description

Beissbarth’s largest tyre changer isn’t outfaced by anything. It can easily change tyres of up

to 3 metres in diameter on wheels weighing up to 2.8 tons - all at the touch of a button.

Thanks to its large clamping range, the MS 80 can also handle light trucks, heavy duty

trucks, agricultural vehicles and trailers.

All functions are hydraulic and controlled using the joysticks on the operating unit, with a

bead breaker force of over 4 tons.

Under control

A lot helps a lot. Large and heavy wheels are held safely in place with the patented

6-clamp coupling and no longer move - even during extremely difficult mountings

Chuck with bi-directional rotation function

Gentle giant

If needs be, the MS 80 can also grip very gently - thanks to its regulated hydraulic

pressure and plastic clamps (available as accessories).

Adjustable hydraulic pressure for light wheels

Quick Tool Setup

High performing pivoting tool with bead breaker disc and mounting/demounting hook

Quick tool set-up fully controlled through the remote control with tangency positioning

(patented)

Wireless Control

The RC version comes with a remote control. This ensures that the machine is easy and

safe to use from any position.

 Color: RAL5015

Technical Data

Max. wheel diameter 2900 mm

Bead breaker force 4200 kg

Weight 984 kg

Rim diameter max. 42 "

Wheel width max. 1550 mm

Wheel weight max. 2800 kg

Depth 2680 mm

Height 2100 mm

Power supply 3 x 400 V | 50 - 60 Hz

Width 2900 mm

Clamping capacity (with extension) 44 - 60 "

Rim diameter min. 14 "

Accessories
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1 695 300 099 Rim clamp

1 695 301 575 Protection jaws for aluminium rims | 56" | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6

pcs.

1 695 300 102 Roller for tubeless tyres | for all truck tyre changers

1 695 301 606 Clamping jaw extension up to 60" | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6 pcs.

1 694 302 032 Inflation Cage | for truck tyres

1 695 700 052 Electronic inflation computer | for tyre inflation cage

1 695 700 051 Tubeless Inflation Device | for inflation cage

1 695 301 681 Caterpillar Adapter | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6 pcs.

1 695 301 748 Extension claws for thick rim flanges | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6 pcs.

1 695 301 747 Center hole adapter from 80mm | for MS 78 and MS 80 | 6 pcs.

1 695 103 526 Pneumatic Bead Depressor | for truck tyre changers MS 70/75/78/80

1 695 300 098 Split ring wheel clamp | for OTR (Off-the-road) wheels

1 695 300 094 Bead lifting lever | for truck tyre changers
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